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9/7/22 Agenda

Minutes for 9/7/22:

Introductions were made for those on Zoom and in person. Mrs. Treinen explained the why
behind Accountability Meetings and then shared her principal report that included: student
enrollment, new staff, summer PD (AVID, Tointon/PLCs), and the focus of the summer retreat
with the staff. Mrs. Treinen talked about Social and Emotional learning, Peace Corners,
Restorative Practice and building relationships with students, staff and families.

It was shared that Breakfast will begin to be served at TES and TIS on September 19th. It will
be $1.75 for students and $3.00 for adults. Students will drop their items off in their classrooms
and go to the cafeteria for their grab and go breakfast. The menu will rotate between 5 items
and will be eaten in the classroom.

Lunch will now be served with a Grab and Go Lunch for K-3 students on half days. Students
were hungry on our half day last Friday, since they are used to eating lunch as early as 11:00
a.m.

Parents and Community had the opportunity to ask questions. The following questions were
posed:

1. Behavior sheet- will we be using this again this year. It was shared that teachers have
the opportunity to use them but the admin and counselor will be using restorative
practice. Many of the reflective questions are similar. Parents will be called for any
student that comes into the office.

2. What safety pieces are in place at TES?
TDP will have an intercom system for parents to use when picking up their children. Doors

are not to be propped open.
Background checks are now required for all parents chaperones for field trips and

volunteering in the classroom.  Guests should not go past the office area when entering the
building without checking in with the secretary.

Radios are being purchased to communicate with staff for emergencies. Cell phones have
inconsistent service throughout the building.

3. What about the safety and security of film fest? There seemed to be a lot of people
flowing in and out of the building.

Ken Olson shared that we have limited their footprint and that they were confined to the
Galaxy area. Far few crew members had access to the building.

Ken shared if there are any other safety and security concerns to contact him
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4. When will breakfast be served?
First thing in the morning after the students report to class.

5. Concerns were shared about the placement of Erika’s office- its physical location and
how busy she is in the morning.

Ken acknowledged that this is a concern and that he will place it on his list to be addressed. It
was also shared that when one person is buzzed in, the person behind them just goes in. We
need to make sure that everyone knows not to open the door for just anyone. We need to
provide training and understanding to staff, parents, and community.

Items for the October 5th Agenda:
● Talk about the Thanksgiving holiday with our new understandings.
● DI Coordinator to attend the meeting about DI goals and changes. (Mrs. Treinen shared

that Joanna McDonald is hosting a parent night soon to answer those questions.
Information will be shared in the Miner Bee Messenger.

● Ms. Dawn, new counselor, is on the agenda for October 5th.

Meeting was adjourned at 4:25 p.m.


